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0. INTRODUCTION 

We establish the Berry-Esseen bound for the distribution of Student's t-statistic under the sole 
assumption that the underlying distribution has a finite 3rd moment (see (1.1 - 3) below). 

There are a number of results of Berry-Esseen type for various classes of statistics, e.g., for various 
kinds of estimators, for linear combinations of order statistics, for U-statistics etc. The case of 
Student's t was considered in [I] - [3]. In [I], it was assumed that the observations, X;, have a finite 
moment of order r=6. This assumption makes it possible to apply the asymptotic theory for sums of 
i.i.d. random variables in a rather straightforward way because t involves the sums of X's and X 2 's, 
these summands having then a finite 3rd moment. 

In a recent paper [3] the Berry-Esseen bound for Student's t was obtained under the condition that 
r> ~O. (The authors of [3] require that r>4 but they point out that this is only needed to reduce t 

to a U-statistic and it appears that this reduction is valid for r> 1~ as well.) 

A closely related result is that of [5] from which the Edgeworth expansion for the distribution of t 
can be obtained. In particular, the one-term Edgeworth expansion is valid under the present condi
tion that r = 3 and an additional assumption that the characteristic function of the joint distribution 
of (Xi,Xy) satisfies Cramers condition (C). 

In the present paper no conditions of the latter type are imposed. This is the main cause for 
differences between our proof and that of [5]. In the proof to follow we mostly omit the parts which 
can be carried through by specializing the corresponding parts of the proof in [5] and present in full 
detail those which are essentially different. 
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1. THE MAIN RESULT. 

Let X 1, ••• , Xn be i.i.d. random variables such that 

EX1 = 0, EXy = l, 113 = EIX11 3 < oo. 

Consider Student's statistic 

where 

X = n- 1 ~X;, s 2 = (n -l)- 1 ~(X;-X)2. 

(Unless otherwise stated, the subscript i runs over {1, ... ,n}.) 

THEOREM. Under the condition (I.I) there exists a constant C=C(113 ) such that, for all n~2, 
I 

sup IP{t<x}-cl>(x)I ..;;; Cn - 2
, 

x 

where cl> denotes the standard normal distribution function. 

The results of this type were obtained in [1], [2] and [3] under more restrictive conditions. 

PROOF. Let 
I I 

Y; = Xl-l, Sn = n -2~X;, Tn = n -2~Y;. 

Then t can be rewritten as 
I s _ (n-l)T n t - I • 

n (1 +-1-T. _l.s2)2 Vn n n n 

(l.1) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

The arguments used in the proof of the corollary (4.1) [4] show that (1.3) will follow if we prove that 
for any a ER there exists C 1 =C1(a,113) such that 

1 a 2 ..n C1 sup IP{Sn- _ 1SnTn+-SnTn<x}-~(x)I ..;;; - 'n. (1.6) 
x 2 vn n vn 

Note that it is sufficient to prove (1.3) or <W for all large enough n since for, say, n o;;;;;n0 , (1.3) or 
(1.6) trivially hold true with C (or C 1) ="\/no. 

The proof of (1.6) follows the lines of that of Theorem of [5]. The differences are due to obtaining 
inequalities rather than ()>'"estimates for the remainders. Moreover we don't impose any "smoothness" 
conditions like Cramer's condition (C) in [5], which requires a different manner of smoothing the 
sums, Sm Tn, entering into (1.6). 

Let ~i. .•• ,~n,T/ be mutually independent and independent from {X;} r.v.'s, ~; being identically dis
tributed as N(o,01) (normal with zero mean and variance 02) and 11 having the characteristic function 
0( ~ ), where O(s) is an even twice differentiable characteristic function vanishing outside [-1, l]. The 
parameters u2 =<11(113 ) and A =A(113) will be specified in the paragraph following (1.16). We introduce 
the following truncated and smoothed variables 

-
Xi = Xil{IX,1..-;;Vn} -EX;l{IX,J..-;;Vn}> 

Yt = Y;l{IY,f..-;;n-1} -EY;l{IY,J..-;;n-1}> Y;' = Y;+~;, 
- - -+ - • - - _]J_ I Sn - n ~X;, Sn - Sn+ Vn' T',, = n -2 ~Y;'. 

(1.7) 

(1.8) 

(1.9) 

........ _. ....... 
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Denote by p:(x,u) and r:(x) the density functions of (s:,:r:) and s: and let 

'11'n(x,u) = sup IDyp:(y,u)I. (1.10) 
y:ly-xl.;;J 

Here and in what follows we write Dy and DJ for-£.- and akk, k=2,3, ... Let, further, 
uy ay 

Bn = {x:lxl:o;;;;2lnn-l}, Ex= {u:lul:o;;;;an(x)} (1.ll) 

with 

Vn 
an(x) = 2 I. 

(1 +Ix I) 
In what follows we denote by C constants (not necessarily the same in different places) depending 

on v3 and possibly on some other parameters. The use of this symbol will mean an assertion that such 
a constant exists. 

By the arguments similar to those in Sections 3,4,5 and 10 of [5] the proof of (1.6) is reduced to the 
proof of the following relations: 

There exist Ao =A 0(v3) and N 0 =N0(v3,A,u) such that, for any O<A :o;;;;A 0 , u>O, n~N0 

:~f. E{s::r: 1s:=x}r:(x):o;;;;C(A,u) (1.12) 

(l.13) 

There exist A 1 =A 1(v3,u), u1 =u1(v3) and N 1 =N1(v3,A,o') such that, for any O<A:o;;;;AI> u~u1 and 
n~N1 

(l.14) 

(1.15) 

sup x 2 J u2'11'n(x,u)du:o;;;;C(v3,A,u)Vn. (l.16) 
xe!Jn Ex 

Having obtained (l.12 - 1.16) we fix A and u as o=u1(v3), A =min{A 0(v3),A 1(v3,u1(v3)). Then the 
arguments mentioned above prove (1.6) for n~max{N1>No} and hence the theorem. 

The proof of (l.12 - 13) follows the lines of that of theorem of [6] and will be omitted in the 
present paper. In what follows we prove (1.14 - 16). We shall suppress the dependence of constants 
on v3,A and u except for A 1 and o1• Only the dependence on some other parameters (e.g. A. in 
Lemma 1) will be indicated. 

Introduce the function 

1 +x2 
• 

qn(x,u) = ~pn(x,u), (1.17) 

where 

(1.18) 

Let 

%(u) = sup qn(x,u), q~1)(u) = sup IDxqn(x,u)I (1.19) 
x x 

and, for z >0, 

Qn(z) = J qn(P)dv, Q~1>(z) = J q~1)(v)dv. (l.20) 
lvl ;;>z lvl;;>z 
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The proof of (1.14 - 16) is based on the following lemma the proof of which will be given in Section 
2. 

LEMMA 1. There exist positive A 1=A 1(v3, o), o1 =o1(v3) and integers m=m(;\);;;a.3, N1=N2(;\) such 
thatforal/n;;;a.N2, A~Ai, o;;;a.01 

J qn(v)dv~C, J q~1>(v)dv~C 

and for all n;;;a.N2, A ~A i. o;;;a.ai, z>O and ;\;;;a.I 

zVn nA/4 

Qn(z)~C·n·P{lril> (Am )}+C(;\) 37'/2' max ,o z 
nl/4 

Q<1>(z )~ C·--n z312 · 

Note that (J.22) implies 

nI/4 
Qn(z)~C·312. 

z 

PROOF OF (1.14). By (1.17) and (1.18) we have (see (1.11)) 

lxljlulp~(x,u)du~ Rix; jlul%(u)du~ 
E'. I+x E'. . . 

~ R Ix; j Qn(u)du. 
1 + X a,(x) 

(1.21) 

(1.22) 

(1.23) 

(1.24) 

(We have used here that lim zQn(z)=O by (1.24).) The proof of (1.14) obtains now by a straightfor-z_,.oo 
ward application of (1.24). 

PROOF OF (1.15). Likewise, the integral in (1.15) is bounded by 

R oo 
--2 J uQn(u)du. 
1 + X a,(x) 

To obtain this we have yet to show that 

lim u 2Qn(u) = 0. 
U-'>+oo 

In order to prove (1.26) and to estimate (1.25) we use (1.22) with ;\=2. 
Note that letting b = - EY;}{I Y,l..:n-I} (see (1.8)) we have 

2 P3 2 O<b = E(Xj -1)-l{IX,l>Vn} ~ _ 1(~1 for n;;;a.v3). 
vn . 

Hence I Yt I ~n for n;;;a.vj. Moreover we have for n;;;a.vj 

E 1Y-11
3

'
2 = EIXr -1+bl3

'
2·I< 1x, 1..:Vn"} ~(vj13 + I-b)3'2 ~2312 v3. 

Now we obtain for the probability in (l.22) with ;\=2 

P{IYi' l>zVn}€:.P{IY l>zYn}+P{I~ l>zVn} 1 2m""' 1 4m 1 4m' 

- zVn .,,;::. 312 (4m)312 
P{ I Yil > 

4 
} ..... 2 v3 · 312 314 for z>O, 

m z n 

P{Y1> zVn} = 0 for z>4mn 112 , 
4m 

(1.25) 

(1.26) 

(1.27) 

(1.28) 

(1.29) 

(1.30) 
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zVn (4m)4 4 
P{ l~I >-

4
-}:s;;; 4 2 3a for z>O. 
m zn 

(l.31) 

Making use of (1.22), (1.28 - 31) one directly verifies (1.26) and obtains a bound for (1.25) which 
proves (1.15). 

PROOF OF (1.16). It follows from (1.17- 19) that 

. ,;;:::: [q~1)(u) 21yl l jDypn(y,u)j-..C --2 + 2 2 qn(u) . 
I+y (l+y) 

Hence the left hand side of (1.16) is not greater than 

Csup [ sup 4 J u2q~1>(u)du + sup 
2
x

2 
IY I J u2qn(u)du]. 

xe/Jn y:ly-xlE;;l 1 +y lulE;;an(x) y:ly-xlE;;l (1 +y2)2 lulE;;an(x) 

x 2 x 2 ly I Note that sup --2 .;;;;2 and sup2"2 .;;;;; 1 for all x ER. Now (l.16) is verified 
y:ly-xlE;;l 1 +y y:ly-xlE;;l (1 +y J 

directly using (1.23) and (1.24). Thus the proof of Theorem is completed. 

2. PROOF OF LEMMA 1. 
Note that after we prove (1.21) it is sufficient t9 prove (1.22) and (1.23) for Z~n 116 • 

fn(s,t) and /n(s,t) the characteristic functions of (Sn,~) and (S:, ~) respectively. Let 

( ) __ l J -ituf, ( )d *( ) __ l J -itu/'( )d gn s,u -
2

'17' e n s,t t, gn s,u -
2

'17' e Jn s,t t. 

Then 

*( ) 1 J -isx *( )ds Pn x,u = 
2

'1T e gn s,u . 

Hence we have (see (l.17)) 

R%(x,u) = 2~ J e-isxfg:(s,u)-D;g:(s,u)]ds 

whence noting that R > 1 (see (1.18)) we obtain 

Qn(z):s;;; 2~ J J jg:(s,u)-D;g:(s,u)jduds, 
lul>z 

Q~'>(z):s;;; 2~/ J lsl lg:(s,u)-D;g:(s,u)lduds. 
lul>z 

Let 8n(s)=8( ~ / ), then (1.9) implies that 
A vn 

g:(s,u) = 8~(s)-gn(s,u) and g:(s,u) = 0 for Is I ~A Vn. 
Thus (2.4) and (2.5) are rewritten as 

QW>(z):s;;; 2~ J J lsli[18n(s)-D;8n(s)l·lgn(s,u)I +21Ds8n(s)I· 
lsJE;;AVn lul>z 

·IDsgn(s,u)j+j()n(s)l ID;gn(s,u)l]dsdu, j=O,l, 

Denote by 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

with Q~0>=Qn. We shall prove that there exist A 1(v3,a), a 1(v3), and integers m>O, N 2>0 such that 
for n~N2 , A~Ai. a~a1 and for lsl~A 1 Vn 

/ID~gn(s,u)ldu:s;;;ce-cs
2 

(1 +Is l)i,j=O, 1,2, (2.7) 

and for any i\.;;a. l, z ~n 116 
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J IDfan(s,u)jdu.s;;C(>.,P3)e-cs' (1 +Is IY· 
lul>z 

·[nP{Yt > m~~,6} }+nA14z-3i\1 2
], j=0,1,2 (2.8) 

where D~g =g. 
Then, by putting (2.7), (2.8), into (2.6), we obtain (1.21 - 23). Proceeding to the proof of (2.7), 

(2.8), introduce the functions 

k - k 
rk(s,u) = E{exp[is~X;]j~J1 = u}pk*(u), (2.9) 

i=l i=l 

k =1,2, ... 

where p(u) denotes the density of Yi ~d the superscript k • denotes the k-fold convolution. Note 
that (cf. (2.1)) 

Vnrn( ..;;,uVn) = gn(s,u). (2.10) 

These functions have the following properties 

1rk(s,u)j.;;;pk*(u), hence fjrk(s,u)jdu.s;;l, (2.11) 

rk(s,.) = rr(s, ·) (2.12) 

(see (3.9) in [7]). 

LEMMA 2. There exists oo = oo(P3) such that for any a;;;:i:ao there exist constants C 1 >0, C 2 >0, A 1 >0, 
an integer m>O and a function B(u);;;:i:O which depend on P3 and o such that 

Wm(t,u)j.;;;pm*(u)-B(u)t 2 for ltl.s;;A1 (2.13) 

and 

J B(u)du;;;:i:C1• 

lul,..C2 

The proof will be given in Section 3. 

COROLLARY. For any n ;;;:i.2m 

-c ,2_!!_ 

f Wn(t,u)jdu .s;;e 
1 2

m for It I .;;;A 1 

PROOF. Write n =a·m +k with a=[nlm],O~k<m, Then, by (2.13) 

f Wn<t,u)jdu = Jr:!."<t•)*rk(t,u)ldu.s;;[jW m(t,u)lduf.;;; 

.s;;(l-C1t2)a.s;;exp{-C1at2 }. 

It remains to note that a;;;:i: 
2
: for n;;;;i.2m. 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

The constants A 1 and o1 which enter into the assertion concerning (2.7 - 8) can now be specified as 
follows. We take A 1 as given by Lemma 2 and let a1 =o0 V2. The latter choice is needed to permit 
us the application of Lemma 2 and its corollary with a212 instead of a2 (see (2.16)). 

For the proof of (2.7) with j = 1,2 we regard ~i (see (1.8) and the paragraph before that) as a sum of 
a2 v - v 

two independent r.v.'s ~p>, g2> distributed N(0,2). Let Y;=Y;+g1>, then J1=Y;+~P). Let (cf. 
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(2.9)) 
v k _ k v vk* 

fk(s,u) = E{exp[is~Xi]l~Y; = u}p (u), k=l,2, ... (2.16) 
i=I i=I 

v v 
where p(u) denotes the density of Y;. Denote the density of N(O,ka2 /2) by <f>k(u), 

4>k(u) = ~ e-u,!ka k>O. 
'lfk<J 

(2.17) 

Then we have 
v 

fk(s,u) = fk(s,.)*c/>k(u), k = 1,2,... (2.18) 

Now, by (2.10), (2.12) and (2.18), we obtain that the left hand side of (2.7) with j =I is 

_, v s v s -' v s 
vn flfn-1( y;•)*f1'( y;•)*c/>n(u)idu:o;;;; vn flf'1( y;•)*c/>n(u)idu · 

v s 
}lfn-1( Vn,u)idu, (2.19) 

where 
v v 
f1 '(t,.) = D1f1 (t,.). 

2 
Applying the corollary (see (2.15)) we get a bound e -cs for the last integral which holds for 

Is I :o;;;;A 1. Thus we have to show that 

(2.20) 

Let 

- v v 
µ{u) = E{Xi!Y1 =u}p(u). 

Then 

v - - v v 
f1'(t,u) = iµ{u)+iE{X1[exp(itX1)-lJIY1 =u}p(u). (2.21) 

We have 

jµ{u)du = EX1 = 0. (2.22) 

Let 
u 00 

µ{u) = J µ{v)dv ( = - J µ.(,v)dv by(2.22)). 
-oo u 

Then 
o Ou 0000 

flµ.(,u)idu:o;;;; J J lµ{v)ldvdu + J J lµ{v)ldvdu = 
-00-00 0 u 

- v = fiuµ{u)idu:o;;;;EIX1 Yd:o;;;;C. (2.23) 

Consider now the two terms arising when we put (2.21) into (2.20). The first of them is 

Yn flµ*<f>n(u)idu = Vn fl~*c/>n'(u)idu:o;;;; (2.24) 
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,,,;;;, fl°,(u)jdu·Vn flct>n'(u)jdu:i;;;;,c 

(see (2.23) and (2.17)). The second one (with t= ..j,;) is not greater than lslE.x'i:i;;;;,c1sl, which 

together with (2.24) proves (2.20), and hence (2. 7) with j = 1. 
In the way similar to (2.19) we obtain that the left hand side of (2. 7) with j = 2 is not greater than 

v v v 
(n-I)f1I'1'( ..j,;•W**fn-2( J;;•)*cf>n(u)jdu + f1I'1"( J;;•)*fn-2( J;;•)* 

-'Jv S v S *cf>n(u)jdu:i;;;;,(vn II'1'( _ 1,.)*cf>.!!..(u)jdu)2/lfn-1(_1,u)jdu + 
vn 2 vn 

v s v s 
+ f1I'1 "( Vn ,u)jdu /lfn-2( Vn ,u)jdu f<f>n(u)du. (2.25) 

Now (2. 7) with j = 2 follows from (2.11 ), 

and an analoque of (2.20) with cf>n replaced by <f>nl2· 
Turn to the proof of (2.8). We shall use some arguments from the proof of Theorem 1.2 in [7]. 

Let 

Pm(s,u) = pm*(u)-B(u)s2, Pk(u) = pk*(u), k = 1,2, ... 

and fory>O, 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

Pm(s,u,y) = Pm(s,u)-l{u<y}> Pk(u,y) = Pk(u)-l{u..;y}- (2.28) 

By Lemma 2 and (2.10), we have 

J lgn(s,u)jdu = J II'n( .J;;- ,u)jdu:i;;;;, J p:;;( .J;;- ,u)*pk(u)du, (2.29) 
JuJ;;;>z lul>zVn n lul>zVn n 

where a and k are as in the proof of the corollary to Lemma 2. 
Hence 

J lgn(s,u)jdu:i;;;;,J1(s,z)+fi(s,z), (2.30) 
lul>z 

where 

(2.31) 

Ji(s,z) = J p:;;( J;;•·Y)*Pk(u,y)du. 
lul>zVn n 

(2.32) 

The integrand in (2.31) is non-negative, hence we may extend the domain of integration to the whole 
real line. Thus we obtain 

I 1(s,z):i;;;;,(j Pm( ..j,; ,u)duf-(j Pm( ..j,; ,u,y)du'f J Pk(u,y)du:i;;;;, 

C m C k 
:i;;;;,a(I--1 s2)a-lp{~¥;°>y} + (1--1 s2)aP{~¥;°>y}. 

n i=I n i=I 

Note that a- I;;;a:nf2m for n;;;a.4m and 

P{~ ¥;°>y}:i;;;;,mP{Yi>L}. 
i=I m 
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Therefore 

I 1(s,z)..:;;e -(C,t2m)s
2

[a·m·P{ri >-!;} + kP{ri >f }],,;;;;;;; 
..:;;e -(C,l2m)s

2 

n·P{Yi >..1:'.... }. (2.33) 
m 

Put y = z '(! . Then (2.33) gives a part of the right hand side of (2.8). 

To estimate I 2(s,z) we apply the arguments from [7] (see (3.25), (3.32) - (3.33) of [7]) to obtain that 
for an arbitrary h >0 

fi(s,z)..:;;e-hzVn[j eh"Pm( Fu ,u,y)du]0 Rk(h,y) (2.34) 

with 
y 

Rk(h,y) = J ehupk*(u)du..:;;l +2kv3 12ehyy-312 , (2.35) 
-oo 

where 

P312 = El Yi 1312 ..:;;c. 
By (2.27), (2.28) we have 

s s2 Y J eh"Pm( Vn ,u,y)du..:;;Rm(h,y)--;;_~ eh"B(u)du. (2.36) 

Put 

y = zf, h = ; log(Y 312 /n). 

Then 

and, by (2.35) 

Rk(h,y)..:;;l + 2kv3;2n- 1
, Rm(h,y)..:;;1+2mv312n- 1• (2.37) 

n213 
Further, since z;;a.n 116 we have y;;a.T and y;;a.C2 (see ( 2.14)) for n;;a.(>..C2)312 . Moreover, 

h..:;;; e-1n-213 ,,;;;;;; ~ for n;;a.2. Therefore, by (2.14) 

y . J eh"B(u)du;;:oe-hc,C1;;a.C3 = C 1e-c212• 

-oo 

Putting (2.37), (2.38) into (2.36) and then into (2.34) we obtain 

I 2(s,z),,;;;;;;;\3A12n;>.14z -3Al2exp(2P312 -C 3.!!.s2). 
n 

Note that .!!.;;a.-
2
1 for n;;a.2m. Now (2.33) and (2.39) imply (2.8) withj=O. 

n m 
In a way similar to (2.20) we see that the left-hand side of (2.8) with j = 1 is 

-' v s v s 
vn J lfn-1( -';'·)*f1'( Vn,·)*4>n(u)ldu = J1 +Ji, 

lul>zVn vn 

,, 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 
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where J 1 and J 2 are the integrals over u > z Vn and u < - z Vn respectively. 
We shall use the following inequality: for two non-negative functions, f and g, 

J f*g(u)du = J jJ(u)g(v)dudv~ J f(u)du J g(v)dv+ jJ(u)du J g(v)dv. (2.41) 
u>y u+v>y u>L v>L 

2 2 

Thus 

Note that 

IEX1·l{JX,J<;;;Vn}l~EIX1 l~(EXt)112 = 1. 

Hence IX ii ~ Vn + I ~2 Vn (see (1. 7)). Therefore 
v _ ·x v v _ 1v 

1f1'(t,u)I = IE[X1e
1
' 'IY1 =u]p(u)~2 v np(u). 

v 
Then noting thatp*cf>1(u)=p*(u), we obtain 

-' v s vn J 1f1'( Vn,-)*cf>n(u)ldu~2n J p**cf>n-1(u)du~ 
u>zVn/2 n u>zVn/2 

Vn . . 
~2nP{~ > z 

4 
n }+2n J cf>n-1(u)du. 

u>zVn/4 

We have for the last term 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 

(2.44) 

2n J cf>n-1(u)du~2n J cf> 1 (u)du~ c: ~cnA14z-3A12 (2.45) 
u>zVn/4 u>z /4 Z 

for z ;;:.n 116 . Now we put (2.44) and (2.45) into (2.42). Moreover we use (2.20) and estimate the 
v 

integrals of rn-I in the same way as those in (2.7) and (2.8) with j=l. The inequalities thus 
obtained together with similar inequalities for J 2 (see (2.40)) prove (2.8) with j =I. 

In a similar way to (2.25) we obtain that the left hand side of (2.8) withj=2 is not greater than 

n J l[f1'( _ ~,-)]2.*fn-2( _ ~,-)*cf>n(u)ldu+ 
JuJ>zVn vn vn 

v s v s 
+ J lf1"( -1;;",")*fn-2( Vn,-)*cf>n(u)ldu=J1 + ... +J4 

lul<zVn vn 

where the .T's are the parts of the integrals corresponding to integration over u > z Vn and u < - z Vn 
respectively. 
We have 

_, v s _, v s 
J1 ~2 vn J lf1'( _ 1,-)*cf>f(u)du· vn flf1'( _ 1,-)*cf>f(u)ldu · 

u>zVn/3 vn vn 

v s· -' v s 
· flfn-2( _ 1,u)ldu+(vn flf1'( _ 1,-)*cf>.!!.(u)ldu)2 · 

vn vn 2 

v s J If n-2( Vn ,u)ldu, 
u>zVn/3 n 

(2.46) 
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v s v s 
J3~ j 1f1"( Vn,-)*c/>n(u)idu flfn-2( Vn,u)idu+ 

u>zVn/2 
v v 

+ flf1"(. ~,-)*cl>n(u)idu J lfn-2( _ ~,u)idu 
V n u>zVn/2 V n 

(2.47) 

and similar relations for J 2 ,J 4 with corresponding change of the domains of integration. 
v v 

In the first integral in (2.47) we have lf1 "(t,u)l~4np(u) (cf. (2.43)). Then this integral is estimated 
as in (2.44), (2.45). The other integrals in (2.46), (2.47) are estimated in a similar way to (2.20), (2.44 
- 45), (2.26) and (2.7), (2.8) withj=O. Thus the proof of (2.7 - 8) and hence the lemma is completed. 

3. PROOF OF LEMMA 2. 
Let B CR 2 be defined ~ 

B={(x,u):lxl~a,lul~b}, a=8113, b=96v~. (3.1) 

Denote by P(dx,dy) the distribution of XI> Y1 (see (1.7), (1.8)) and let PB be the corresponding distri
bution conditional on B, i.e. for a Borel set A cR2 

PB(A) = P(A nB>, with a = P(B). 
a 

(3.2) 

Consider i.i.d. random vectors (Z0;,Z;) distributed according to PB. Denote by Yo and y the expecta
tions and by oijB,o1 the variances of Z 01 and Z 1 respectively. Moreover, let, as before; ~; be i.i.d. 
and independent of {Zo;,Z;} normal N(O,a2) r.v.'s and z;=Z;+~;. Let 

S - - 112""'(Z - ) ,...,. - -~""'(Z* - ) *2 - (Z*) nB - n .£.. o; Yo , 1 nB - n "'-' ; Y ,o B - var ; . 

Denote by PB(u) the density of Zi. 

(3.3) 

First we shall show that a and ooB are bounded away from 0. In a similar way to (1.27) we find 
that, for n ;;;a.4v~(;;;a.4), 

-
EIX1 I ~2113, EIX1 Yd~3113. 

Then 

and with a and b as given in (3.1), 

:::;;,, 127 
a,,,_ 128' 

O'BB;;;a.l-..!_113(~+~)--1-v~(~+l.)2;;;;;. 
a a b a2 a2 b 

:::;;,, 1-_!_( 128 )2 >_!_ 
.,..... 2 127 3. 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

Note that oi2 =o1+a2 and cov(Zo1>Zi)=cov(Z01 ,Z1). Hence the correlation, p, between Z 01 and 
z; satisfies the inequality 

(3.7) 
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Since CJBos;;;;b=96v~ we have 

I Ip I ..;;;; V2 whenever CJ ;;a.CJ0 = 96v~. 

Let, further 
k k 

rkB(s,u) = E{exp(is~Zo;)I ~z; =u}p~*(u), k= 1,2, ... 
i=I i=I 

Moreover, for Bc=R2 \B define PB' and rkB' in a similar way. Note that 

apB(u)+(l -a)PB'(u)=p *(u), 

p • being the density of Yi= Y1 +~1 (see (1.8)), 

afrn(s,u) + (l -a)frn'{s,u)=f1(s,u), 

(see (2.9)) and 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

LEMMA 3. For any CJ;;a.CJ0 =96v~ there exist A 1>0, an integer m>O and d>O depending on P3 and CJ 
such that, for Is I ..;;;A i. 

I I m* - r-ds2 u-my rmB(s,u) ..;;;PB (u)- vm IE( y;;; ), (3.13) 

where E= {u: lu j os;;;;uo} with uo =CJo V2 ln2. 
We shall use this lemma to finish the proof of Lemma 2 and after that its proof will be given. We 

have by (2.12) and (3.11) with mas in Lemma 3 
m 

fm(s,-)=ff(s,.)= ~ C~ak(I-ar-krf~(s>)*f\1;-k)*(s,.). (3.14) 
k=I 

Now we estimate the last term by (3.13) and the other terms by (3.12). Then we employ (3.10) to 
obtain that for Is I ..;;;A 1 

If m(s,u)j..;;;pm*(u)-s2 B(u), (3.15) 

where 

_ r- u-my 
B(u)=~ v mdlE( y;;; ). 

The length of the interval 

u-my 
l={u: ...;;;; EE} 

is 2 y;;; u0 and IC[ - C 2, C 2] for C 2 =ma+ u0 y;;; with a defined in (3.1 ). Hence 

J B(u)du=C1 =2u0m~d 
1u1..;c2 

which completes the proof. 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 
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4. PROOF OF LEMMA 3. 
Let Pkn be the density of Tkn (see (3.3)) and 

gka(s,u)=E(exp(isSkn)ITkn =u}pka(u), k= 1,2, ... (4.1) 

Comparing (4.1) with (3.9) we have 

1 _ r;- u-ky 
rka(s,u)= v'kgka(s vk, v'k ), k=l,2 ... (4.2) 

Then (3.13) is equivalent to 

lgma(s,u)l .,;;;;;;,.p m0(u)-ds2 1E(u) (4.3) 

for 

Let 

/Lj,k(u )= E { S{a I Tkn =u }Pkn(u ), j,k = 1,2... (4.4) 

Denote by cf>a(x,u) the density of the bivariate normal distribution with zero mean and the same 
covariance matrix as (Z0i.Zi ). Recall that the correlation coefficient of this distribution satisfies 
(3.8). Let cf>a(u) be the marginal density, 

c/>a(u)= J c/>a(x,u)dx, and 

µj(u)= J xjcf>a(x,u)dx, j= 1,2, ... 

LEMMA 4. There exist constants Lj =Lj(v3,o), j =O, 1, ... such that 

Lo 
sup IPka(u)-cf>a(u)I.,;;;;;;,. _ r;-• k=l,2, ... 

u vk 
L 

s~p llLj,k(u)-µj(u)I.,;;;;;;,.~, k=l,2, ... 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

The proof will be omitted. It uses some technique from [6] and is simplified by the fact that 
Zo,1> Z 1 are bounded and Zi contains a normal component. 

Expanding the exponential function in ( 4.1) by the Taylor formula we obtain 

with 

We have 

where 

gkn(s,u)=gka(s,u)+ Is l3tk(s,u) (4.8) 

- . s2 
gka(s,u)=Pkn(u)+1sµ1,k(u)-TIL2,k(u), 

ltk(s,u)I.,;;;;;;,. ! E[ISknl3 ITka=u]pkn(u).,;;;;;;,. 

1 
.,;;;;;;,.tk(u)=6[pkn(u)+µ4,k(u)]. 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 
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It follows from ( 4.8) and ( 4.11) that 

s2 Dk(u) s2 ~(u) 
lgkB(s,u)i~kB(u)--2 [--(-) - Is l~k(u)--4 --(-)]. 

PkB u PkB u 
(4.13) 

Our aim is to find m and A 2 such that the expression in brackets is bounded from below by a positive 
constant fork =m, Is I .;;;;;A 2 , lu 1.;;;;;u0 • Since we consider o;;;:.o0 and oi;;;;.o, we have 

I 
<l>B(u);;;:.2<1>B(O)for lul.;;;;;uo. (4.14) 

Moreover, since ai.;;;;;ov'2, we have 

1 1 
<f>B(O)- _ ,;;-- • ;,;;:. _ r· 

V2'1TO'B 2o V'TT 
(4.15) 

Let m 1 be the smallest integer satisfying 

Lo 1 I 
_ C-.;;;;; _ / (.;;;;;4</>B(O)) 
ym1 8V'TTO' 

(4.16) 

(see (4.6)). Then (4.16) and (4.14) imply that for I u 1.;;;;;u0 , k;;;;.m 1 

I <f>B(u) 2 
PkB(u);;;:.4</>B(O), --( -) ;,;;:.3. 

PkB u 
(4.17) 

Let D(u)=<f>B(u)JLi(u)-µ.y(u). Note that D(u)l<J>1(u) is the conditional variance of the first variable 
given the second one, i.e. 

D(u)=ofiB(l-p2)</>1(u). 

Write the first term in brackets in (4.13) as 

Dk(u) =....Q!&.+ Dk(u)-D(u}_ 

PkB(u) PkB(u) PkB(u) 

By (4.14), (4.15), (4.17) and (4.18) we have for lu 1.;;;;;u0 , k.;;;;;m 1 

....Q!&.=..!2M_· <l>B(u) ;;;:.1-ofiB(l-p2)</>B(O) 
PkB(u) <l>B(u) PkB(u) 3 

whence, by (3.6), (3.8) and (4.15) we obtain 

....Q!&.~ <l>B(O);;;:. 1 for lul.;;;;;uo, k;;;;.m1. 
PkB(u) 18 36-v:;o 

Further, we have 

Dk(u)- D(u)=[Pik(u)-JLi(u)]pkB(u)+ 

fpkB(u )-<l>B(u )]JLi(u) + [P.1 (u )-P.1k(u )] [µ.1 (u) + P.1k(u)]. 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

It is seen from (4.5), Lemma 4 and the fact that oi;;;a.o0 that there exists a constant L=L(v3 ,o) such 
that, for o;;;:. oo 

L 
sup IDk(u)-D(u)I.;;;;; _ ,., k=l,2, ... 

u vk 
(4.22) 

It follows from (4.17), (4.14) and (4.22) that we can find m;;;;.m 1 such that 

IDm(u)- D(u)I 1 
-----.;;;;; for lul.;;;;;uo 

PmB(u) nV-;o (4.23) 
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Let d= ~ / . Then (4.19), (4.21) and (4.23) imply that 
144V'11'0' 

Dm(u) 
---;;;.2d for I u 1...;;uo (4.24) 
PmB(u) 

/Lk 
By (4.17) and Lemma 4, ( ) and rk(u) are bounded for lu I ...;;u0, hence we can find A 2 >0 such 

PmB u 
that 

A2 ,,2 (u) 
SU [-

2 
r-

2
,k +A2tm(u)]..,;;d 

lul!Pu. 4 PmB(u) 
(4.25) 

Then (4.13), (4.24) and (4.25) imply (4.3). 
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